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goal

 

 

The goal is to test whether a set of lectures on the essence of law
may be useful for enhancing and supporting interdisciplinary
research

The lectures are based on Part I of Mireille Hildrebrandt's 'Law for
Computer Scientists and Other Folk' book

Mireille Hildebrandt
Dutch lawyer and philosopher who
works at the intersection between
law and computer science



content 

 This lecture is dedicated to the topic of Law, Democracy and the Rule of
Law (Chapter 2)

It consists of two parts: 
Part I. What is law? 
Part II. What is law in a constitutional democracy?



PART I 

WHAT IS LAW? 



What is law?

 

Our knowledge of this answer is implied.

It depends on who you ask: legal philosophers, lawyers,

citizens.

According to legal philosopher Gustav Radbruch, a

normative framework must aim to sustain, develop and

balance the values of legal certainty, justice, and

instrumentality,  to qualify as law.



what law does

The law attributes legal effect based on specific

conditions being fulfilled

e.g. if all legal conditions for a valid marriage are fulfilled,

then the legal effects that positive law attributes to a

marriage apply



SOURCES OF LAW
A source of law:

(1) provides legal norms with authority based on their origin,

(2) makes legal norms binding in their effect

Sources of law: 

Treaties

Legislation (including the Constitution)

Case law

Fundamental principles 

Customary law

Doctrine



Common v Civil law 

Common law = legal systems whose law is based on English law

Can also mean: 

The case law of a common law country, as distinguished from statute law; 

The law that a wider range of people have in common, as distinguished from local laws

Civil law = legal systems influenced by continental European traditions 

Can also refer to fields like contract and tort law (private law), distinguishing it from

criminal and public law



SOURCES OF LAW
A source of law:

(1) provides legal norms with authority based on their origin,

(2) makes legal norms binding in their effect

Sources of law: 

Treaties

Legislation (including the Constitution)

Case law

Fundamental principles 

Customary law

Doctrine



LEGAL RULES

prescribe behaviour

give definitions 

create rights and competences

define procedures

The law consists of rules that: 

e.g. 'Do not steal', 'Everybody with an income must pay income tax'

e.g. 'Every person holding the nationality of a Member State shall be a citizen of the [European] Union'

e.g. 'Everyone has the right to freedom of expression', 'The Court of Justice of the European Union shall, in accordance

with the Treaties, rule on actions brought by a Member State, an institution or a natural or legal person'

e.g. ' The conclusions reached by the majority of the Judges after final discussion shall determine the decision of the

Court' 

& others.



Legal reasoning is a matter of heuristics...  

legal reasoning

How to solve a legal problem:

1. Establish the relevant facts 

2. Identify relevant legal norms 

3. Interpret the facts in light of the norms 

4. Interpret the norms in light of the facts 

5. Establishing the legal effect

... but also a matter of legitimisation!



Part 2 

What is law in a constitutional democracy?



who decides the law?

morals
politics

Law

what content should the law have?



law shapes legislative, administrative and adjudicative powers that are both

enabled and constrained by such institutions - simultaneity of the

instrumental and protective nature of the law

legal subjects (including the state) may act in law and to generate legal

effect, BUT conditioned by limitations ensuring e.g. legal certainty,

proportionality and transparency 

the protection of interests in this process is considered a public good

This relationship should not be arbitrary (i):



law creates the level playing field that enables individuals, companies and

government agencies to act ethically

laying down preconditions for developing an ethical stance

This relationship should not be arbitrary (ii):



law in a constitutional democracy constrains and enables both politics and

morality in very specific ways

governments should treat their citizens as worthy of equal respect and

concern (legal philosopher Ronald Dworkin on democracy and the rule of law)

Examples:

one person one vote (representational democracy)

majorities to respect individuals that are part of a minority (individual

human rights)

This relationship should not be arbitrary (iii):



Law, morality and politics, and the nature of legal rules

Herbert Hart

one of the most famous legal

philosophers of the 20th century



How does law relate to and differs from orders backed by threats?

 How do legal obligations differ from and relate to moral obligations?

 What is the nature of legal rules?

The meaning of law in terms of three questions:

1.

2.

3.



How does law relate to and differs from orders backed by

threats?

has teeth 

assumes state authority, and

depends on sovereignty but also constitutes it

legal norms apply to those who enact them (law is not a dictatorship)

legal norms that give legal powers to adjudicate/legislate/contract

are not orders backed by threats

not all legal norms come into existence as explicit prescriptions 

sovereignty is not an apt description of law

1.

Modern positive law:

Under the Rule of Law: 







2.  How do legal obligations differ from and relate to moral obligations?

has teeth (moral obligation don't) 

integrates primary rules with secondary rules that determine the

validity of primary rules

the existence of a standard 

its application to a particular person 

the application may be against the interest of the person having

the obligation

Modern law

Law is not merely a matter of being forced; an obligation (in law as in

morality) implies



3. What is the nature of legal rules?

the mere fact that most people violate a traffic rule does not stop it from

being a legal rule

the possibility to disobey the law is constitutive of the law

validity does not depend on brute force in itself

Legal rules are rules in the sense of obligations, not rules in the sense of

regularities/habits

Rules are observed from an internal point of view, they assume a sense of

obligation



3. What is the nature of legal rules?

This is decided by law itself

Primary rules = regulative rules (imposing a prescription or a

prohibition) - ‘you shall not kill’

Secondary rules = constitutive rules that determine the validity of

primary rules and the legal effect of violation - ‘if you kill you will be

punished with...’

What determines the validity of legal rules? 



Legal Certainty, Justice, Instrumentality

Legal certainty = the need to provide a foreseeable response to one’s

actions, in order to create societal trust

connected with the notion of equality before the law 

it is the opposite of arbitrary, discriminatory or explicitly unjust

exercise of state authority

we may not agree about our moral duties --> law provides a measure

of certainty about legal rights/obligations



Legal Certainty, Justice, Instrumentality

Distributive justice means that everyone should be treated in the

same way, to the extent that similar conditions apply

Justice is socially fair v justice is procedurally fair

Proportional justice means that punishment should be proportional to

the seriousness of the crime and compensation proportional to the

damage suffered.

Justice = treating equal cases equally, and unequal cases unequally to

the extent of their inequality

Justice as fairness



Legal Certainty, Justice, Instrumentality

Instrumentality = law is an instrument to achieve a variety of goals that

are in part external to its own functioning

Instrumentality must not overrule justice and legal certainty --> rule of law

would collapse into arbitrary rule by law.



How to make a taxonomy of legal systems?

'Lawyers are professionally parochial. Comparative law is our effort to be

cosmopolitan' (Merryman) 

Legal systems = a systematic body of law that applies to a given

geographical space (which most of the times refers to the sovereignty of

the nation state)

Legal family = when more legal systems have similar rules (this similarity

can be total, like with legal transplants; or partial, like with e.g. sharing the

same statutes because of colonialism)





EFFECTIVE AND PRACTICAL INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS (iI)

a distribution of public competences by way of a

constitutional system of checks and balances, and

practical and effective fundamental rights whose

enforcement is disentangled from arbitrary decision-

making by the government.

Individual rights depend on the institution of the Rule of Law,

that is:



EFFECTIVE AND PRACTICAL INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS (i)

CLAIM RIGHT

COMPETENCE

DUTY

LACK OF A RIGHT



constanta.rosca@maastrichtuniversity.nl

catalina.goanta@maastrichtuniversity.nl



PART I 

Jurisdiction in Western legal systems



Generally used as territorial jurisdiction;

However, a more accurate view =

The competence to legislate, adjudicate, enforce, or,

The territory or domain over which an entity holds

jurisdiction in the first sense.

Another distinction:

Internal jurisdiction (within the state)

Extraterritorial jurisdiction (in other states).

JURISDICTION

 



What is a state?

Philosophy: An entity that maintains a 'monopoly on the

legitimate use of violence' (Max Weber)

Law:

STATE

 







Sovereignty (who can make and enforce rules in a given space?)

Kompetenz-kompetenz principle

Why is this relevant?

 

state state state state

state

regional
supranational
org

int'l org

CoE
EU

UN e.g. private international law



private international law +
family law
- applicable law;
- place of disputes (courts);
- place of enforcement



private international law +
consumer law
- applicable law;
- place of disputes (courts);
- place of enforcement



private international law +
Internet
- applicable law;
- place of disputes (courts);
- place of enforcement.


